
 Part A: covers inpatient hospital, skilled nursing care, hospice, inpatient 
rehabilitation, and some home health 
 Free (>10 yrs employment).  But, if you have to purchase it, up to $505/mo

 Deductible: $1,632/Part  A care, no co-insurance (60d), then $408/d for day 61-90.  In 
skilled nursing facilities (SNFs), the first 20d are covered, then on day 21-100, the co-
insurance will be $204/d in 2024.

 Part B:  covers physician services, durable medical supplies, outpatient 
laboratory and other hospital services, some home health, therapy, etc.
 Standard cost: $174.70/mo premium (up from $164.90/mo) (higher depending on income)

 Annual deductible:  $240 per year ($14 increase) with 20% of Medicare approved amount 
as co-insurance per service delivered after deductible met.

https://www.federalregister.gov/public-inspection
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 Even if salaried, recall that we get paid for “work”
 Poor documentation (undercoding, denials) means we are not good stewards of the revenues needed or our 

clinical thought work – and … additionally patient volume matters

 Our job is clinical excellence:  quality care for optimal patient outcomes
 Win with top box outcomes … be a “Five Star” provider in key clinical areas (DM, HTN, etc.)

 Quality-linked incentives are part of economic survival – poor quality  no shared savings/bonus

 Clinical inertia is real.  Self-evaluation and measurement is a must.  Meet it head-on to have success.

 Win the game at the bedside:  patient satisfaction  engagement, volumes

 We need to excel as doctors who perform/document well … not taught in training
 The most clinically correct diagnosis shows the depth of the disease burden we manage (“risk”)

 Then …. Be willing to add your clinical brain to the admin brain (1+1=8)

The business of medicine 101… physician



2024 Stars/ACO Quality Metrics
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